not generate such a dichotomy. Most families buy only one set of newspaper. Indecent
materials become so accessible to children. We strongly urge the media professionals and
news organizations to develop a council for self-regulation. We need to balance press
freedom with other social concerns.
Media Education Urgency and Direction
Hong Kong is very much in urgent need of media education for the younger generation and
their parents. Media education should have a broader agenda than mere attack on indecency
and obscenity. Media education can embrace semiotic, worldview, power structure, critical
framework, social development and creative expression. We need to introduce elements of
media literacy in our language curriculum, social studies, and youth services.
Incentives for Good Media
While our concern for media of bad tastes is necessary, we must encourage good media
works. Media journalism, creative media artworks, and worthwhile projects need our better
attention. If Hong Kong is to improve our media professionalism and media literacy of our
citizenry, we need to focus on raising our cultural taste and wisdom of choices.
Hong Kong as City of Leadership
At one time Singapore was a 'fine city,' full of rules and regulations. The administrative
chores of implementing fines are gigantic. Hong Kong has been a place of creativity,
diversity, critical thinking, and full of choices. Singaporeans are coming in batches to learn
this cultural richness and diversity. This fact itself can warrant us not to reverse the cityroles. Hong Kong has been a communication and media hub of Asia and the World. We
need to create a better media environment for creativity and cultural diversity. When we
focus enough of the positive, we may drive out the bad taste from the market. Or at least,
we need to tolerate deviants in our society, they are reminders of our human frailty.

